
The goal and hope of 4.16 Memories Archive is to see the dreams 
of our 304 loved ones be transformed into lights 

that live on and illuminate the world.

Memories represent the will of good people who vow not to repeat the same mistake again.

An archive touches our lives so that we can come together in the present, share in our grief, 
and creates new hope that we can aspire to. 

Creating the archive together is an effort to turn the truths of the past into the memories of the 
present and to turn our precious history into a pathway to our future.

Memories are our territory. For the future, we need to distance ourselves from distorted 
recollections, break down barriers and create a conversation that allows us to spread hope.

4.16 Memories Archive is made up of:

4.16 Memories Archive

Let’s fight by recording the truth

- Record conservancy
- Photographic Records Group
- Video Records
- Writers Records Group

- Oral statement records
-  Data collection from Paengmok, 

Jindo, Ansan
- Content Development

- Seoul Plaza Records
-  Record Conservation Project 

(Cheonggye Square, Danwon High 
School)

Citizens Record Committee Citizens Network Memory Recording Volunteers



The Memories Archive contains personal records of all 304 individuals.
Not only to our archives contain resources and precious memories of our dear children ? who dreamed, 
and lived their lives to the fullest; our personal records collection team (that is made of groups of three 
people) have collected records and memories for each individual. Together with a storytelling writer, the 
record archivists listen to stories of the families first, collect resources for both recording and practical 
purposes, then organize and arrange these records carefully.

The archives also contain records from our parents and siblings.
The 4.16 Family Committee and 4.16 Memories Archive are recording and collecting resources about 
the families’ work. All kinds of records are being collected: quarterly activity records, meeting records, 
records on collaborations with citizens, 4.16 TV broadcasting records, placards, signboards and even the 
documentation project that is taking place in the Dong-geo-cha-do huts. We also have oral statements that 
described the lives of about 60 parents.

Archive Container 1 as an ‘office area’ 

a baby book

Lost item: A rusty mobile 
phone

Baby clothes

Lost item: Sneakers

A busy schedule

School trip guide

The personal records 
collecting process

4.16 Memorial Classroom

Archive Container 2 as an exhibition hall ‘The Room of 
the Danwon Students’

‘The Fourth Archive’ is for a precise classification and relocation of resources

The space for 4.16 Memories Archive was designed with the following in mind:


